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High miles, 
high price
Serious weather protection in a classy but pricey new suit

THE NEWEST RUKKA suit is made with the 

top-spec Gore-Tex Pro Shell, which is a 

tough Cordura material reinforced with 

aramid fibres and blessed with a durable 

water-repellant surface treatment. No 

liners: this stuff is itself waterproof and, 

having done a lot of very wet riding in more 

than 7000 miles so far, I can confirm that it 

is indeed perfectly waterproof on a bike. 

The Armaxis jacket seals with a robust 

large-tooth zip. The main collar is relatively 

low, but there’s a zip-on storm collar for 

really foul weather. There are four external 

pockets: two large breast pockets with 

flaps, secured by magnets; two hip pockets 

that zip – no flaps cover these zips but they 

haven’t let in any water. There are two 

inside pockets.

A soft-shell jacket zips into the main 

jacket: a thermal liner you can wear off the 

bike, though it’s on the short side as it’s 

designed to fit neatly inside the jacket. It is 

very warm. The Armaxion trousers have 

their own, more conventional warm liner. 

With the liners out, it’s a flexible suit: 

warm on cool days, pleasant on warm days. 

For hotter weather, there are two tiny 

vents beneath the breast pockets, two 
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small exhaust vents on the back, and small 

vents on the legs, but it’s a hot suit on any 

day over 27°C. 

It feels stupendously tough: there’s D30 

armour throughout, including a proper 

Level 2 back protector. There are adjusters 

on the jacket sleeves to tailor the fit, while 

jacket and trousers zip together. 

The trousers come with detachable 

braces, have a Velcro-adjstable waist and a 

single pocket. Mine are the long fit, available 

as a special order but at no extra cost. 

There’s a Velcro tab to ensure a snug fit at 

the ankle and the double cuff on the jacket 

is also fastened with a zip and adjusted with 

a Velcro tab. 

It’s a rugged, fairly heavy suit – but in a 

reassuring way. It feels both protective and 

built to last. Indeed it’s backed up by a 

six-year guarantee. Clearly, it is eye-

wateringly expensive, but the Armaxis/

Armaxion combination is very comfortable, 

well specified and well made. 

I wouldn’t recommend such expensive 

gear for someone doing only a few miles a 

year, but it is good value for the serious 

high-mile, all-weather rider who’ll get the 

use from it. SW

■ Comfortable
Soft Neoprene collar can be 
supplemented with elasticated 
Gore-Tex storm collar.

■ Safe
Reflective areas on the arms 
and back make this black 
jacket more visible at night.

■ Cool
Zip-up air vents under the breast 
pockets and on the back make 
this a year-round suit.

Light soft-shell 
jacket serves as a 
thermal liner

Cuffs fit over your 
gloves, with a 

waterproof
 layer inside

Arms have 
upper and lower 
width adjusters
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